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--------------------------------------------------------------
Designed For Your Lifestyle
From its metallic-gray body to its sleek front panel, the ep-760
puts modern styling right at your fingertips. And while this entry-
level piano is extremely affordable, it doesn’t skimp on features.
To start, there’s a 76-note weighted keyboard that makes playing
more natural, plus built-in speakers so you can plug in and play.
Owning a Roland digital piano has never been this easy!

Digital Pianoep-760

● Affordably-priced digital piano in new 
metallic-gray cabinet

● 76-note weighted keyboard with touch sensitivity

● Roland’s most realistic piano sounds and 
64-voice polyphony

● 20 instrument sounds total including strings, 
organ and choir

● Intuitive operation via dedicated buttons and 
simple LED display

● 3 flexible keyboard modes: Whole, Dual and Split

● 65 preset songs for listening or practice, plus easy 
Song Recorder

● Onboard reverb and chorus effects for “concert 
hall” sound

--------------------------------------------------------------
Roland’s Finest Sounds
Roland digital pianos are known for their realistic sounds, and the
ep-760 is no exception. It uses the same gorgeous piano and
instrument sounds of more expensive models—20 tones in all! There’s
everything from acoustic and electric piano to harpsichord, strings,
choir and bass. With so many sounds, you can create rich arrangements
that make practice more fun.

--------------------------------------------------------------
Exciting Performance Features
The ep-760’s three keyboard modes make it easy to create splits and
layers. Select “Dual” to layer two sounds with independent volume
control. Or choose “Split” to divide the keyboard into two sections,
each with its own sound. (Naturally, the split point is completely
adjustable.) Topping this off are the ep-760’s 65 preset songs and easy
Song Recorder—perfect for practicing or just listening to great music.

[Keyboard] ● Keyboard 76 weighted keys with Touch-Sensitivity ● Touch sensitivity 4 preset levels 
● Keyboard Mode Whole, Dual (adjustable Volume balance), Split (adjustable split point) [Sound source] ● Max
polyphony 64 Voices ● Tones 5 groups, 20 Total Tones ● Master Tuning 415.3Hz to 466.2 Hz (0.1 Hz Steps)
● Key Transpose -6 / +5 Semitone step ● Effects Reverb (8 levels), Chorus (E. Piano), Sympathetic Resonance
(Piano, 8 levels) ● Temperament 7 types, selectable tonic ● Stretched Tuning 2 types [Composer] ● Tracks 2
● Song 1 ● Note Storage Approx. 5000 ● Tempo Quarter note = 20 to 250 ● Resolution 96 ticks per quarter note

[Preset songs] 65  [Metronome] ● Beat 2/2, 0/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 7/4, 3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8 ● Volume 8
levels  [Others] ● Speakers 12 cm x 2 ● Power Output 5 W x 2 ● Display 7 segments, 3-digit LED ● Connectors
Damper Pedal, Sostenuto/Soft Pedal, Headphones Jack x 2, Input Jacks (L/Mono, R), Output Jacks (L/Mono, R),
MIDI In / MIDI Out ●Power Supply DC 12V (AC Adaptor) ●Dimensions (mm) 1167,8 (W) x 380,5 (D) x 101,5 (H)
● Accessories Owner’s Manual, AC Adapter, Music rest, Pedal Switch (DP-2)

* The specifications are subject to change without notice. 

ep-760 Specifications

A Value-Packed Piano with
Contemporary Looks.
The ep-760 Digital Piano is an affordable way to bring home a true Roland digital piano. It features a 76-note
weighted keyboard and some of the best piano and instrument sounds available at any price. These
features-—along with an intuitive interface and choice of three keyboard modes—make the ep-760 one of
the most flexible and fun-to-play pianos around.

*Actual product appearance may be subject to change. 

■ Optional Stand (KS-EP-760) available
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